RACKMOUNT POWER, 8 OUTLET, 15A, BASIC SURGE

PD-815R-PL |   

FEATURES & BENEFITS

- Rear distribution outlets with front status pilot light
- Includes surge and spike protection, as well as EMI filtering
- Occupies one rackspace
- 9 foot cord

SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL INFO

Cable Type: Corded
Finish: Black Powder Coat
UL Standards Tested: 1419, 60950-1 & 60065
Termination: 5-15P
Surge Protected: Basic

ASSEMBLY/INSTALLATION INFORMATION

Mounting Points: 2

LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS

RoHS: Yes
Greenguard: Yes

DIMENSIONS

Depth (US): 9.2
Height (US): 1.75
Width (US): 19
Rack Units: 1
CORD INFORMATION
Cord Length US: 9

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Amps: 15 Amps
Material: Steel
Mounting: Horizontal
Volts: 120
Number Of Circuits: 1
Number Of Outlets: 8